AYLSHAM ROMAN PROJECT
PERIODICAL – Spring & Summer 2017

FOREWORD
Has a year nearly gone by!!
I cannot believe that in 13 days’ time the
digger will be unloaded from the trailer
and Britannia will be here to start
removing the upper layers of soil from
this year's trenches. Then on the 7th
August we will begin our second
community dig. To say I am rather
excited
would
be
a
massive
understatement! The 'excitement' to
discover and learn more about our
extensive site is coupled with the concern
that we may find very little, but that is
archaeology. We never know what will be

lurking beneath our feet. However, we do
know the geophys has produced amazing
results, so we hope to find out what
physical remains have caused these.
My dream at this stage is to find more
links to the Iron Age or even earlier. My
hope is for all to enjoy an amazing
experience.
Over the last eleven months, many
volunteers have given their time freely to
help with archiving, fund raising, giving
talks at schools and other groups,
organising this year's dig and the most
trying of all tasks, attempting to keep my
scatter brain in order!! You are all very

kind, and some (I won't mention names)
have the patience of Saints! Thank you.
As always a huge thank you to all who
have become friends, those who have
registered to dig, those who have
donated vast sums to the cause, and the
tireless fund raisers. We need money to
make this work, and I am so pleased and
thankful to be able to report that this
year's dig is almost covered financially. A
wonderful achievement.
Thank you to Julie Curl and Alice Lyons
for their invaluable time, expertise and
enormous support of the project. Thanks
as always to Dr John Davies, who is ever
present in the background, helping with
all the questions we send him.

I will now pass you over to Britannia,
those brilliant fellows who guide us and
bring the site to life.
Looking forward to seeing you all in
August.
Peter
Peter Purdy – Director Aylsham Roman
Project

from the University of Bradford and Zoe

A WORD FROM BRITANNIA
ARCHAEOLOGY

Outram from Historic England will be running

With August fast approaching we are now in
the stages of preparing the final parts of the
excavation. The last year has been one of
great progress with the report. We have
learned far more than we initially believed we
would from the evidence collected.

this process. Cathy has sent through a
rundown of the process and what it will tell us
which you can find below. This is a brilliant
development and we all can’t wait to see the
results.
We will be sending out a copy of the required

In depth reports on the various finds from the
site have allowed us real insight into the lives
of the people living at the site in the mid-2nd
century.

and desirable equipment for site as well as a
copy of our general advice for working in hot
weather. While we know what the British
weather can be like we are potentially going
to be working in rather hot conditions and it is

The specialists who have been working on the
project have produced some excellent reports
on all aspects of the project and I encourage
you to read these. All of them are available
through the ARP website and will also be
reproduced through our written report when
that is assembled.

essential that everyone take the appropriate
precautions. I realise having said this I have
probably jinxed the chances of clear skies and
sunshine but we’ll all keep our fingers crossed.
As always if you have any concerns or
questions please pass any queries to the
team at the ARP who are doing a superb job
and who can contact us for a swift response.
We hope you are all looking forward to the
next stage of the project as much as we here
at Britannia are.
See you all soon
Martin

Further to the news that we will now be
running the project for three weeks this year.

Martin

We

Archaeology Ltd

can

announce

that

we

will

indeed be reopening the kilns. That’s
right, we're going back!
We will be continuing the recording in Kiln 1
and removing the final part of fill from Kiln 2.
One fantastic development for this year is that
Archaeomagnetic dating will be taking place
on the kilns. Cathy Batt and Katherine Foxton

Brook

–

Director

Britannia

DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN VILLA
ESTATES IN EAST ANGLIA
By
Matthew
Adams
–
Britannia
Archaeology Ltd
The term ‘Roman villa’ is used to describe a
wide variety of buildings dating to the Roman
period in Britain (43AD – 410AD). These can
vary

between

buildings

small,

to

large

relatively
estate

modest

complexes

comprising a wide array of building types
including the main residence and often an
accompanying bath house. The world ‘villa’ is
of

Latin

derivation

generally

refers

meaning

‘farm’

to

and

agricultural

establishments, but can also apply to more
luxurious buildings; even the softest city

Figure 1: Distribution of known Roman ‘villa’ sites and
roads in East Anglia

dwelling Roman from the senatorial class saw

sites the Roman style structures co-existed

the idealised citizen as a ‘soldier, stateman,

with the traditional Iron Age structures for

farmer’ figure and so the villa was also a

some time. In the second century these early

symbol of status as well as a practical farm.

villas

were

often

replaced

with

more

substantial stone structures with additional
Roman Britain initially saw a slow adoption of

buildings or decoration to support a more

villa building after the conquest in 43AD.

luxurious lifestyle

There is substantial evidence for Roman villa

elaborate mosaic floors, painted walls and

estates existing from 60AD-70AD onwards

ancillary buildings.

such

as

bath

houses,

however earlier examples are very rare and it
is argued that it was not until after the
Boudican revolt (60AD) that a more positive
minded

Roman

administration

promote

Romanisation

benefits

it

offered

and
to

began

the

the

to

Consequently,

villa

sites

often

contain

complex archaeological sequences. The initial
phase shows late Iron Age settlement/farming

material

activity leading on to early villa farming

indigenous

complex building. These early villas are

population. Thereafter, villa construction was

subsequently

rapidly adopted, especially among the elite of

expanded

British society and particularly in the south

complexes.

east

each phase shifts slightly so a clear picture of

where

Roman

rule

and

cultural

dominance was quickly established.

were

gradually

replaced

form

or

much

significantly
larger

villa

In some cases the location of

the site development is revealed during

Traditional roundhouse farming settlement
enclosures

to

replaced

with

rectangular roman style buildings, the earliest
of which were usually constructed of timber on
stone foundations. It is possible that on many

excavation.
Britannia Archaeology excavated just such a
site in Suffolk in 2015 at Capel St Mary near
Ipswich. The excavation area contained an
Iron Age enclosure ditch which was infilled in

the late first century AD and a Roman villa

The layout and design of villas follows a basic

constructed in around 70AD. This building was

pattern of development, although the practical

abandoned in the second century and much of

application

the building material removed, perhaps to

across the region and country. Often the villa

build a new villa nearby which was sadly

began as a small range, either aisled (like a

beyond the limit of the excavation. An

church) or, more commonly, with extra rooms

intriguing phase of activity between the ditch

extending forward in wings at either end,

infill

linked by a corridor or veranda. Such ‘winged-

and

construction

of

the

villa

was

offers

corridor’

ovens

by

extended, or replaced by grander and more

villa

elaborate structures with a series of ranges or

construction

may

have

workers

been

during

used
the

around

were

a

often

variation

identified and comprised several temporary
which

houses

considerable

courtyard.

gradually

construction. Some of these were indeed cut

buildings

Additional

by the villa walls which might also suggest

buildings like bath houses might be added to

additions were made to the early villa building

the main building or constructed a short

after its construction.

distance away. Farming and light industrial
buildings would also be found within the

Figure 2: Capel Roman Villa excavation phase plan. Blue is late Iron Age activity, Green is post Iron Age, but
predates the villa. Red is surviving villa foundations and internal features and Yellow shows the location of Roman
wall removal when the site was abandoned

complex, but these would normally be located
away from the main building, especially in the
case of grander villa estates.
The Aylsham villa complex is undoubtedly a
large one. The kilns excavated in 2016 show
significant local pottery production and the
wealth of finds recovered by the Purdy family
over the years suggest an affluent and high
status villa estate. It is clear that the extents
of the estate and the location of the main villa
building have yet to be fully defined, but all
the evidence points to a site that can rival any
of the most important in the country.

Magnetic moments at Aylsham

Archaeologists have a wide range of dating
methods available to them, most commonly

One

innovative

development

on

site

at

Aylsham this year will be the attempt to date
the two kilns by measuring their magnetic
properties.

In

a

collaboration

between

Aylsham Roman Project, Dr Zoe Outram at
Historic England and Dr Cathy Batt at the
University of Bradford, samples will be taken
for archaeomagnetic dating by Katharine
Foxton, an undergraduate student at Bradford
University.

radiocarbon dating, but also pottery typology
and stratigraphy. Archaeomagnetic dating is
less

commonly

used,

but

is

particularly

applicable to fired clay and stone, for example
hearths, kilns, ovens and furnaces, which are
often well-preserved on archaeological sites.
Because it dates the last use of a feature, it
provides a clear link to human activity and
may give us a new insight into the activities of
people in Aylsham in the past. We will keep
you updated!

Archaeomagnetic dating is a method for
dating fired materials and sediments from
archaeological sites, based on their preserved
magnetic properties. The idea behind the

If

you

want

to

find

out

more

about

archaeomagnetic dating, have a look at our
website

method is that the Earth’s magnetic field

http://www.bradford.ac.uk/archaeomagnetis

changes

significantly

on

m/

relevant

timescales.

Some

archaeologically
archaeological

materials contain magnetic particles which
can preserve the field at a particular moment

Cathy Batt, University of Bradford
13.7.17

in time. In the case of fired material, that
event is the last heating. By comparing the
magnetic

properties

of

samples

from

archaeological structures with a dated record
of changes in the Earth’s magnetic field with
time, the last heating can be dated.
Katharine will visit the site in August, to take
samples from the kilns. This is done by
sticking plastic reference markers to in situ
parts of the structure, recording the current
position and then removing small samples
attached to the markers. If you are able to
visit the site, you may get to see the process
in action. Katharine will then measure the
magnetic properties of the samples in the
laboratories

in

Bradford

as

part

of

her

undergraduate dissertation. If all goes well,
she should be able to tell when the kilns were
last used.

Archaeomagnetic sampling of a pottery kiln

Dr Zoe Outram taking archaeomagnetic
samples from a hearth in a Norse house in
Unst, Shetland
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